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 The Vital Compass 

5412 N Williams ave 

Portland, OR 97217 

Ph:971-373-8378 

fax: 971-373-8912 

Orders@thevitalcompass.com 

Order form for raw dried bulk, 

granule and tinctured herbs 

Date:___________Patient:____________________ Practitioner:__________________________ 

Patient contact:____________________Practioner contact:_________________Member? 

Who is paying?: Use card on file ending in:________________  

Ship? Address: ________________________________________________________________ 

Formula name:__________________________ End date:___________# refills allowed:________ 

Bulk: # packages ____ |Days/package ____ |doses per day ____ |Grind? | Internal/ External 

Granule: Total # grams ____ |Dose: ____ grams ____ times a day in hot water. 

Tincture: Total # oz ____ |Dose: ____ droppers/mL____ times a day in ____ water/on tongue. 

Herb name Dose 
(g/mL) 

Herb name Dose 
(g/mL) 

1. 11. 

2. 12. 

3. 13. 

4. 14. 

5. 15. 

6. 16. 

7. 17. 

8. 18. 

9. 19. 

10. 20. 

Preparation instructions: ____Standard (see reverse) ____Specialized (list below) 

Practitioner signature and date:_____________________________________________________ 

You may download this form and use it with adobe acrobat 
to access button functions.  This form will not save and/or 
send from your browser window, though you may be able 
to print a filled form from your browser window.  
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A note on bulk herb preparation: 

It is important to our medicinary that the herbal instructions are given to meet your 

standards and expectations. Here are our standard instructions for particular bulk herbs. 

If you would like to include preparation instructions for either the medicinary or your 

patient that differ from these standards, please include specialized instructions on the 

previous page. 

Long Cook (60 mins) Long Cook (30 mins) Short cook (10 mins) Dissolve after decoction 

Hong Ren Shen, Bai
Ren Shen, Fu Zi 

Long Gu, Mu Li, Zhen
Zhu Mu, Bie Jia, Gui 
Ban, Wa Leng Zi, Hai 
Ge Ke, Fu Hai Shi, Shi 
Gao, Dai Zhe Shi 

Gou Teng, Mu Xiang, Zi 
Su Ye, Xin Yi Hua, Bo 
He, Da Huang, Fan Xie
Ye 

Mang Xiao, Hu Po, Lu
Jiao Jiao, E Jiao, Zhang
Nao, Chuan Bei Mu (if
ground), Bing Pian 

-All powdered herbs will be wrapped in tea bags. 

-Insects not crushed or wrapped unless specified. 

Standard instructions for bulk herb cooking: 

___You have received herbs in a separate bag. This herb should be cooked longer than the 

other herbs. Please simmer this herb in (1) cup of water in a covered pot for (30/60) 

minutes while the other herbs are soaking in a larger stainless steel or glass cooking pot. 

___Add ____grams of fresh ginger/or _____quarter sized slices/or______inches of sliced 

ginger to each package of herbs before cooking. 1 quarter sized slice= about 2 grams. 

___You have received herbs in a separate bag. Reserve these to add at the last 10 minutes 

of cooking to preserve their aromatic qualities. 

___You have received herbs in a separate bag. Reserve these to dissolve into the 

decoction once it is done cooking. 

___You have received herbs in a sealed teabag. They are sealed for best cooking results 

but do not require special cooking. Please keep them in their teabag and prepare with the 

other herbs in your package. 

For each bag: Soak in enough water to cover herbs by one inch in a lidded or stainless 

steel or glass pot for 20 minutes. Bring to a rolling boil then reduce heat and simmer 

herbs, with the lid slightly off for 30-45 minutes. After simmering, strain herbs, separating 

and saving liquid in a lidded heat safe glass container or jar. 

____Double boil: Return all herbs to pot, add enough water to cover by once inch and 

simmer a second time for 30 minutes. Strain again and combine liquid from 1st and 2nd 

cooks in a lidded glass heat safe container. Discard cooked herbs. 

Granule herb dosage and preparation:  Granule weights and volumes vary per herb and 

lot. Please dose in grams, we will weigh the scoop for each order. 

Tincture herb dosage & preparation: There is no standard conversion for tinctured herbs. 

We have 1oz (30mL), 2oz (60mL) and 4oz (120mL) bottles. 1 dropper=1mL 
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AN HERBAL PRESCRIPTION IS WAITING FOR YOU! 

Name: ______________________________________________________Date: _________________ 

I have prescribed an herbal formula for you with the goal of treating:____________________________ 

These herbs will last _______ days and may be refilled _______ times. 

Chinese herbal medicine is a potent therapy with specific therapeutic properties. Please do not 

share your herbal medicine with anyone as it is specific to you and your diagnosis. 

Your formula is formatted as: 

_____ Granules, which need to be mixed with ____ cup(s) of hot water.   

_____ Bulk herbs (dried raw herbs), which will need to be cooked (cooking instructions included) 

_____ Tincture, please take_____ times a day in ____ water/on tongue. 

_____ Pills or tablets called ___________________________________take ___ pills ____ times a day.  

Your formula will be prepared by The Vital Compass located at 5412 N Williams ave, near the 

corner of Killingsworth & Williams in North Portland. 

Please call The Vital Compass at 971-373-8378 to provide payment in advance of picking up your 

herbs. You may receive a call from them if they have not heard from you first.   

*After payment, formulas may take up to 24 hours to be prepared. Shipping is available. 

Additional instructions:_______________________________________________________________________ 
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